### Blues
1. **Thelonious Monk**, *arr. Richard Michael*
   - Blue Monk
2. **Bill Kinchhorn**
   - Three-Four Blues
3. **Charles Beale**
   - Oscar's Boogaloo
4. **Miles Davis**, *arr. Richard Michael*
   - Freddie Freeloader
5. **Wayne Shorter**, *arr. Eddie Harvey*
   - Footprints

### Standards
1. **Harry James, Duke Ellington, Johnny Hodges & Don George**, *arr. Michael Garrick*
   - I'm beginning to see the Light
2. **Hoagy Carmichael & Sidney Aranin**, *arr. John Myhill*
   - Lazy River
3. **Trad., arr. Liam Noble**
   - Nobody knows the Trouble I've seen
4. **Charlie Shavers**, *arr. Simon Woolf*
   - Undecided
5. **Scott Joplin**, *arr. Brian Priestley*
   - Original Rags

### Contemporary Jazz
1. **Charles Beale**
   - Shh!
2. **Phil Pessetti**
   - In a different Light
3. **Chris Batchelor**
   - Heading Home
4. **Liam Noble**
   - Blues for Pete Johnson
5. **John Myhill**
   - IKON (Memories of Ike)

---

A CD for Grade 4 is available containing recordings of all the pieces for the grade, together with examples of aural tests, quick studies and scales. Three of the pieces, 'Freddie Freeloader', 'Undecided' and 'Heading Home', are also presented on the CD in 'manus one' versions, for you to play along with bass and drums.